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Thomson Reuters: Litigators’ Experiences of Remote Courts during the 
Coronavirus Pandemic  
 
 

From time to time we will share an in-depth legal paper or legal research that is likely 
to be of general interest to our members. 

Our corporate partners, Thomson Reuters, have shared with us their recent research 
into lawyers’ experiences of remote courts during the pandemic. 

Thanks to Des Brady for sharing this with us and the helpful summary of the key points 
from the survey.  

 

Litigators’ Experiences of Remote Courts during the Coronavirus Pan-
demic  
 
Desmond Brady, Strategy and Insight Director, Thomson Reuters 
 
Introduction 
Thanks to the widespread use of our content and software products, Thomson Reuters 
is in regular contact with litigators across a large range of law firms, in-house legal 
teams, and barristers’ chambers. During the course of the coronavirus pandemic, and 
the consequent shift to virtual hearings, we heard mixed messages on how litigators 
had found the experience of managing litigation and hearings remotely.  
Commercial litigators who would normally have been appearing at the Rolls Building 
had a broadly positive story to tell. Many told us that remote hearings enabled them to 



save significant costs in relation to hearings, managing witnesses, and so on. 
Family law practitioners had a contrasting story to tell, particularly where it came to 
feelings of disempowerment of parties, for example in care proceedings. 
We wanted to get some hard data on the impact of the pandemic on litigators, which is 
why over the first half of 2021 we conducted an in-depth survey and interview pro-
gramme covering some 90 litigators across law firms large and small, as well as barris-
ters’ chambers. 
We asked them both about their experience of litigating during the pandemic, and 
their hopes for the conduct of future hearings in the post-pandemic world. 
This article will provide some of the highlights of our findings. 
 
Methodology 
Our anonymised survey in February 2021 covered a broad range of large, medium and 
small-sized firms involved in litigation, covering those with fewer than 10 litigation fee 
earners up to those with 100+. Our complementary deep dive interview programme in 
February to April 2021 covered law firm respondents from PSL level up to partner. Both 
counsel and in-house legal teams were also represented in both groups. 
 
Top-level takeaways 
92% of respondents told us that the pandemic had changed their practice, with many 
citing the positive benefit of time savings owing to an increased use of virtual hearings 
and other technology for managing litigation. 
Conversely, the main challenges reported arising from the pandemic were difficulties 
using technology (86%), problems with court processes (79%), and issues with manag-
ing court bundles (63%). 
A subset of issues was reported with hybrid hearings that did not arise with fully virtual 
ones, indicating that managing hearings with some parties present and others attend-
ing remotely was a particular challenge. 
“Covid has bought more positives to the firm. With the court system prior to Covid, we’d 
have gone to court for a 10am hearing and we’d be lucky if we came back before lunch, 
for a hearing lasting 15 minutes. Often the court would not be ready. That’s expensive 
to the client.” – Solicitor 
“Virtual bundles – reduction in paper will be a reduction in cost.” - Solicitor 
 
What is lost through remote attendance at court? 
A number of comments illustrated the challenges associated with no longer gathering 
in a physical space: 

• No ability to meet at the courtroom door with clients in advance of a hearing, 

often an important opportunity to brief and prepare. 

• Similarly, reduced ability to meet and engage with the other side to agree com-

mon ground or prepare agreements, leaving more to be discussed in the hear-

ing itself. 

• Some barristers adapting more readily than others to conducting virtual advo-

cacy. 

• Loss of efficiency for some courts dealing with multiple short hearings in a ses-

sion. Whereas litigators found themselves much more efficient with remote 

hearings, these courts were forced to allot timed segments rather than require 

all participants for a morning’s cases to be on hand, and therefore were not 

able to follow their habitual practice of running all hearings back-to-back with-

out pause. 



• Situations where remote communication is inappropriate, especially in family 

cases. 

“The advantage of being in front of a judge is to get and understand their facial expres-
sions and reactions. Telephone hearings should be only for short or straightforward ap-
plications.” - Solicitor 
“Obviously if the hearing’s taking place remotely then a lot of the people involved in the 
hearing won’t have a hardcopy bundle, and that is a steep learning curve for a lot of 
people involved in tribunals.” - Barrister 
 
Areas requiring most improvement 
Respondents were asked, based on their experience, to pick the most important areas 
of remote litigation they felt most in need of improvement, whether in terms of pro-
cess improvements or use of technology. The top ranked responses were managing 
proceedings (71% ranked in top 3), dealing with disclosure (67% ranked in top 3), and 
preparation for and management of the trial process and hearings, including costs 
hearings (55% ranked in top 3). 
“Even if something is not a big matter, disclosure is still a big exercise.” - Solicitor 
 
What changes would make the biggest difference? 
We also asked respondents what changes or improvements to the way they worked re-
motely would have the biggest impact on their workflow; on their job satisfaction; and 
crucially, on client satisfaction. 
In terms of workflow, the most popular answers were: all court documents accessible 
and word searchable on a centralised court system; easier collating, ordering and stor-
age of documentation for disclosure and preparing bundles; and centralized databases 
of knowledge and procedure. 
For job satisfaction, the most popular answers were: removal or automation of repeti-
tive tasks; making search engines better at finding relevant documents; and the ability 
to efficiently communicate with the court electronically. 
And finally for client satisfaction, the top answers were: transparency and visibility in 
relation to progress of matter and work done; efficiencies that will reduce cost; and the 
ability to communicate with clients, third parties and the other side in a secure, permis-
sioned environment. 
It is to be noted that many of these responses seem likely to apply to both virtual and 
traditional modes of conducting litigation.  
 
Trends after the pandemic 
Finally, we asked respondents what elements of remote working in litigation they ex-
pected to continue after the pandemic. The most heavily subscribed themes were: 

• Deeper embedding and use of technology across both internal processes and 

external systems 

• Wider acceptance of remote working, hearings and client meetings, for appro-

priate types of case and hearing  

• More e-filing at court 

 
 
 
 
 



Conclusions 
Our findings indicate that by and large litigators welcomed the efficiencies of remote 
hearings provided the circumstances were appropriate: 

• short or straightforward applications 

• hearings or trials where the cost of full physical attendance would be relatively 

significant, for example a multi-day trial with multiple witnesses requiring travel 

and lodging 

• hearings with low stakes for the parties 

However, many litigators felt that their experience indicated improvements needed to 
be made to create a satisfactory experience in remote hearings. The main themes in-
volved transparency and accessibility of information about the case; the ability to easily 
communicate across all parties and with the court itself; and the ability to manage and 
share documents and bundles easily and efficiently. 
At the time of writing it remains to be seen whether we will truly be able to say in the 
near future that the pandemic has released its grip on how litigation is conducted. 
However, it seems certain that many people working in litigation and the courts today 
will share the wider societal interest in preserving and improving what has been gained 
by our shared enforced trial of virtual working practices. 
 
With our recent acquisitions in document management and courtroom bundling (HighQ 
and Caselines respectively) Thomson Reuters seeks to address the challenges of litiga-
tion and hearing management by delivering streamlined and efficient working pro-
cesses. For further information about anything in this article please feel free to contact 
me at desmond.brady@thomsonreuters.com.  
 

  
  
FEEDBACK ON THE FORUM 

If you have comments or feedback on this research or issues raised by it or if you have 
your own issues, please go to the Forum link on LLG’s website and share them with us! 

Bulletin 33 will be published on 3 September 2021 

LLG Team 
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